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Part XLIII

THE MOST DANGEROUS MAN IN MATHEMATICS
How’d this happen? Whadda I do now, sh-weetheart?
Notorious! On the lam! Nowhere to hide!
My face plastered on the front pages of newspapers and magazines all over the world!
Me–the new “free radical,” hounded by the press, accused of inciting the people to riot!
So what choice did I have? (I mean, the wig and fake braggadocio moustache were really
makin’ me itch!) As I sat in the semi-darkness, while the plastic surgeon carefully unwrapped
the bandages–strip-by-strip peeling back the layers to a new reality, a new chapter in my life,
a new face and identity–I thought back: Where did it go so wrong? How did it all unravel?
My story? Nuthin’ special–I was just your regular “Joe scientist,” working for NASA.
Another of those nameless, faceless men in a grey suit: livin’ a quiet, unassuming life, puttin’
in my time, mindin’ my own…reinvestigating the old “cold fusion” equations, with the idea
that low energy nuclear reactions (LENR’s ) could step beyond fossil fuels, avert climate
collapse, and provide a better fuel for nuclear submarines, power plants, rocket ships, etc.
Call me ol’ safe and reliable–blithely engaged in the noble enterprise of creating a new energy
to save the world. Then one day, out of the blue October sky, everything changed!
I was out Automo-bubbling–cruzin’ in my “pop-top” Tesla roadster, shootin’ the breeze with
my main squeeze (my assistant/fiancée, Miss Natalie Sharona Moore), when an old Cat
Stevens song came on the radio:
Now I’ve been crying lately, thinking about the world as it is
Why must we go on hating, why can’t we live in bliss…
Everyone jump upon the peace train
Sharona smiled, her eyes catching the soft dance of sunlight (as they do), and said,
“That cat knew where it’s at!” In a flash it all came back to me–life after Berkeley…my old
“draft dodger” days of back-to-the-land, living free and easy in communes from Oregon to
Canada…a true communard, protesting “The Establishment” and the war. And then it hit me!
Working on equations to fuel the machinery of transportation, commerce, and war? What
am I doing? I’d sold out! Right then and there, I made a resolution: I can’t work for the Man!
I gotta work for mankind! I gotta devote myself to somethin’ I really believe in!
Yeah, time to put on the pants and do the dance! If I want world peace, I gotta think peace!
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[Meanwhile, back at the Garage–Seattle’s legendary cool, local hot spot.]
Turn your magic on, to me she’d say Everything you want’s a dream away…
Said I can’t go on, not in this way I’m a dream, I die by light of day…Who hoo (who hoo)
Frasier: Woo hoo (woo, hoo)! Don’t know why, but I love this song. And the video–apes
singin’ and swingin’ through the jungle–reminds me of New Year’s in Vegas with Daphne and
Whompi. You should’ve been there–streets jammed, people on top of cars, and dancin’
upside down hanging from the entrance awning of the hotel. What a zoo (woo hoo)!
Niles: Guess that explains the upside down pictures, huh? Sorry I missed that one.
Frasier: Yeah. Doggone! (Five ball in the corner pocket)…Oh well, toss the chalk. Your shot.
Sooo…How ’bout the rest of the story? Put on the pants and do the dance? It ain’t
Dostoevsky, but hey! “The Most Dangerous Man in Mathematics!” An unlikely hero, the girl
with the faraway eyes…suspense, danger, intrigue! Don’t leave me hangin’!
Niles: Gosh, Fras, you’re sure? Math’s pretty boring stuff.
Frasier: But you were just gettin’ to the good part.
Shoot, Luke, you’re fadin’!
Niles: (chuckles) Okay, ten ball in the side pocket. Where was I? Oh yeah…
Part Two of “THE DESPERATE DR. Z”:
Finally, glorious anonymity! Incognito! Peace!
Sharona says she kinda likes the new me…older, wiser, more mature. Yeah, I paid extra for
that Sean Connery/Harrison Ford look; good thing doc didn’t botch the job. Says now she
feels like a movie star. Ahh…digging my toes into the white sands of Zanzibar, a beautiful
girl, an exotic isle, and a red banana tree out back of my shack. It’s like a bohemian
honeymoon. I hear Freddie Mercury was born around here somewhere…
I know what you’re thinking: Hiding out at the ends of the earth, lying on the beach
completely at peace? Nice fantasy. Worth a try! Only one problem: not enough room on
the beach! How about peace for the rest of the world?
So back to my story. You know how it started. Somewhere along the way, I’d lost my way–
traded in my dreams for gold! But all that had to change! The next day, I threw caution to
the wind: took a sabbatical from the “U”, told my rocket jockey buddies at NASA I needed a
break, and then called in my old markers. I scrounged up an abandoned facility out in the
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desert near Edwards AFB, and started rounding up the ol’ gang, the “best and brightest”–
those “High-Q” idealists and misfits from the Berkeley days. People I could trust!
My own “A-Team”! “Ooh…Dontcha just love it when a plan comes together?”
Risky business? Sure, I know it sounds a little crazy…
Me–former NASA-naut, world peace wannabe–creating the first think tank for peace:
the “Peace Tank”? (Pretty catchy, huh?) Yeah, I knew I was puttin’ it all on the line.
But if I could just pull it off…imagine the headlines of the new sci-fi future:
BIG BOOM!
SHOCK WAVE BLASTS THE WORLD! INTELLECTUAL EXPLOSION!!
First the A-bomb. Then the H-bomb. And now–the P-bomb? Yahooooo! The right stuff?
On this 11th day of November, at 11:00 a.m., the Mojave Project comes to an explosive end!
Seat-of-the-pants team of scientists detonate the first Peace-a-ton bomb
and ride the seventh wave to PEACE-ATIVITY!
Secret testing of the world’s first cerebral collider (the Peace-o-matic) successfully breaks
the conflict barrier–vaporizing violence, blasting us into the 5th Dimension of Peace!
No need to shield yourself from the feel-good fallout! Don’t be shy, guys!
Put on that Speedo, come out of the bunker, and catch a few peace rays!
(And no, I ain’t been smokin’ the ganja weed!) But can ya dig it, man! Age of Aquarius?
When the moon is in the Seventh House And Jupiter aligns with Mars
Then peace will guide the planets
And love will steer the stars
Dreamin’ dreams of peace? Create world peace using science? I knew it’d be a challenge!
And there’s always that age-old existential hurdle: As long as war rages between the forces
of good and evil–between God and the fallen angels–is it possible to have peace on earth?
With the swords of words we cry, “Peace, peace!” yet there is no peace!
So the kicker: If I’ve never lived in peace, would I even know it if I saw it? Do I know what
peace is? Is there a locus classicus? Or does peace surpass my understanding?
Once upon a time, Sharona told me there’s peace in heaven. But, ay, there’s the rub!
If there are no problems to solve in heaven, what in heaven’s name am I gonna do there?
Jumpin’ Jehoshaphat! If there are no fences to mend in heaven, I can only hope there are
horses to ride! So before I grasp the “reigns” of that “Golden Cloud” of peace,
I had to ask myself: What does peace mean to me?
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